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TESTS OP LUBRICATING OILS.
I. INTRODUCTION.
There are a number of tasts that should he made upon any
lubrication^ oil in det arminin g its value. These are described
in this thesis. ^he only one of the several tests which was made
v/prS the friction test. Special attention was given to this he-
cause it is one of the cost important to the engineer. Professor
J. Goodman, an English mechanical expert, in a paper read "before
the Manchester Association of Engineers, said: "Out of every
ton of coal consumed for engine purposes soma 4no to 800 pounds
are consumed in overcoming the friction of the working parts of
the engine, and further, every machine driven by a motor wastes a
large per cent of the remaining power by its own friction. nne
would not be far short of the mark in saying that from 40^ to 80^
of the fuel is used in overcoming friction." These are rather
startling figures but the following problem illustrates the im-
portance of a good lubricating oil to reduce friction.
If a shaft and flywheel weighing 8000 pounds revolve so that
the surface travel of the journal is 300 feet per minute, the
horsepower required to run the shaft is 2.909, if the coefficient
of journal friction is .04. Taking the cost -fa horse power
hour as (.00036 it will cost 24 x 2.909 x $.00036 or $.0252 to run
the shaft for twenty-four hours. Since this is a cost of about
$7.50 per year and there are many such bearings in even a small
factor-/, it will be seen that the total cost of friction amounts
to an enormous item. For this reason the lubrication of the
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friction parts of machinery should receive more attention than
they do at present. Thus it will "be seen that the lubricating
value of the oil is of prime importance to the engineer and that
special attention should he given to this value.
II. THEORY 01" LUBRICATION.
L. SLIDING FRICTI01I. The force which opposes the motion of
one particle of matter over another is called FRICTION . This
force is omnipresent and opposes all motion under all sorts of
conditions at all times. Force is required to. push one body over
another no matter how smooth the},'' may seem to "be. Force is re-
quired to cause a body to move through water and force is also re-
quired to move the same body through the air. One writer has
facetiously described friction as "The highway robber of mechan-
ical energy, levying tribute on all manner of motion, exerting a
retarding influence, and requiring power to overcome it?. In
most mechanical machines this statement is true and only in a
comparat ively few cases is the presence of friction desirable.
In the every day walks of life, however, if it were not for fric-
tion, we would often be in trouble. It is the friction between
the ground and our shoes that enables us to walk, the friction
between the wagon wheels and the earth that enables us to make
use of the horse in pul] ing our load, and the friction between our
teeth and food that enables us to masticate it. The problem of
the engineer is, however, to do away with as much friction as
possibl.3 and save the power required to overcome it.
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Friction "between two rubbing surfaces is due to the fact that
they are not perfactly smooth. The most highly polished surface
appears rough and uneven under the microscope. In moving over
one another, the projections of one interlock with those of the
other and force is required to tear them apart. This causes the
friction. If it were possible to obtain two perfectly smooth
surfaces no force would he required to move one over the other.
When a body moves through the watjr the water becomes engaged
in the interstices of it and the 3ame action occurs when the body
moves through the air.
2. LAWS OF FRICTION. In 1031, 1832, and 1833 General
Arthur Morin, a French engineer, made a number of experiments to
determine the laws of friction and from them he deducted the
following. These laws relate only to the friction of dry bodies
moving one upon the other and are not applicable to a lubricated
bearing.
1. Friction varies directly with the pressure of the sur-
faces.
2. Friction is independent of the areas of the contact sur-
faces when the pressure and speed remain constant.
3. Friction increases with the roughness of the surfaces and
decreases as the surfaces become smoother.
4. Friction is greatest at the beginning of motion.
5. Friction is greater between soft than hard bodies.
The friction of fluids is somewhat different from the fric-
tion of solids. When water or any fluid flows through a pipe it
is seen that the water nearest the pipe moves very slowly; that a
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little farther away, faster, and so on, until the maximum speed is
reached farthest away from the sides of the pipe. There is some
resistance to motion "between the particles, that is, one molecule
of the water resists the motion of another over it.
The motion of machine part 3 over each other is thus seen to
require power and the power is turned into heat. If the machine
parts were entirely dry a great deal of heat would he generated
and the parts would he seriously injured. For this reason, some
substance must he placed "between the moving parts to prevent their
touching. Oil is usually the sub stance employed. The oil gets
between the two moving surfaces, forms a thin film on each, and
separates them. Thus, instead of having two dry surfaces in con-
tact, we have two surfaces that are separated and the laws deduced
by General Morin do not apply, except in the cases of surfaces
under light pressure and running at low speed. The law3 of fluid
friction would apply more closely here than the laws of dry frictio
although a combination of both is the one that a well lubricated
bearing obe:/s. Thurston defines fluid friction as "the friction
of adjacent bodies of fluid in relative motion, due to the forma-
tion of whirls and eddies in the two bodies, the [ roduction of
which absorbs energy from the moving mass?'. He gives the follow-
ing as the laws of fluid friction.
1. Fluid friction is independent of the pressure between the
masses in contact.
2. The resistance of fluids is directly proportional to the
area resisting it.
3. The resistance is nearly proportional to the square of
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the velocity at moderate and high speeds and to the velocity at
low speeds.
4. It is independent of the nature of the surfaces against
which the stream may flow, but it is dependent to some extent upon
the roughr. ess of these surfaces.
5. It is proportional to the density of the fluid and is re-
lated in some way to its viscosity.
So far as can he ascertained, no one has yet formulated the
definite laws of friction of lubricated hearings but, as indicated
above, they probably obey a combination of the laws of fluid and
dry friction. They obe}*" the laws of fluid more than the laws of
dry friction when v/elH lubricated, but the difficulty of formulat-
ing the exact laws for all bearings is at once seen when the
trouble of keeping temperature, pressure, speed, oil supply, and
quality of oil constant is recognized.
III. LUBRICANTS.
The prevention of this friction loss is accomplished by the
use of lubricants. According to modern writers on the subject,
these lubricants must possess the following properties:
1. Enough viscosity to keep the surfaces from coming into
contact under the maximum pressure whicb may be applied to them.
2. As much fluidity as is consistent with the foregoing re-
quirements.
3. A great capacity for storing and carrying away heat.
4. A high temperature of decomposition or of evaporation
and a low solidification temperature.
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5. Freedom from tendency to decompose or oxidiaae by exposure
to the air.
6. Freedom from acidity and from any tendency to corrode the
surface to Which the oil is applied.
The reasons for demanding that good lubricating oils shall
possess all the properties enumerated above are easily found.
Since the friction is caused by the rubbing of one surface or an-
other, if the tv/o can be separated the friction between the two
will be lesseneo, if not obliterated. It is impossible to do
away with this entirely but if some substance like an oil be in-
troduced between the tv/o surfaces there will be but tv/o films
rubbing and the results will be much better than if the two
naked pieces of metal were rubbing. Viscosity is the property
of adhering to other bodies and cohering to its own particles.
A substance may possess one of these qualities without the other
but both are needed in a successful lubricant. Mercury possesses
great cohesive property but lacks adhesive property and, hence,
is not suitable for lubrication purposes. Water, on the other
hand, possesses good adhesive properties but not sufficient co-
hesive power to make it a successful lubricant under ordinary
conditions. Prom this it is seen that the successful lubricant
must be viscous.
The lubricants must have fluidity because only fluids have
adhesiveness to any marked degree. (Jraphite and soapstore are
the only solid lubricants that are used with any measure of success!
They alone are exceptions to this rule and in actual opera/tion do
have considerable adhesive i~.ower. ^rea.ses are not exceptions to
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this rule because they must, be melted before tYiey perform the ser-
vices of lubricants. The heat of the bearings melts them and then
they act as ordinary oils.
Lubricants must also possess great capacity for storing and
carrying away heat. When the bearing is running under any con-
ditions there is bound to be some friction. This friction
generates heat and unless it is carrijd a.wa.y it will soon becorrfe
sufficient to injure the bearing. Usually radiation will do
away with this heat if the 'bearing is running under light loads
and has sufficient surface area exposed to the atmosphere. When
under heavy loads, however, the heat must be absorbed and carried
away by some other means and this is required of the lubricants.
Tor this reason they must have a lar^e capacity for heat in order
to kee] the bjarin^ cool at all times.
Lubricants must be of a suitable composi tion. If they are
liable to decompose at a low temperature injury to the machine will
result because the products of decomposition are usually acids
and also because these products will not lubricate. As soon as
lubrication has stopped heatinp; begins.
The solidification temperature must also be low. If the oils
are used in the ordinary gravity feed oil cups, the ones which
solidify at a comparatively high temperature stop lubricating as
soon as that temperature is reached. It is also inconvenient to
havj to handle oil which is likely to solidify at a hicrh tempera-
ture. Cocoanut oil is a »ood lubricant in the place where it is
manufactured, but in this climate it is worthless because it
solidifies at a temperature of 70° F.
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The lubricant must "be free from any tendency to decompose or
to oxidize upon exposure to the air. As soon as the oil "begins
to oxidize it begins to thicken. This thickening causes a (hum-
ming of the b^arin^s and a consequently higher friction. ^he
vegetable oils are very likely to do this and this is one of the
main objections to them.
The reason for the last provision is obvious. If the oil
contained any acid it would immediately corrode the bearings caus-
ing them to become rou^h and the friction would be considerably
higher than under proper conditions. It has been found where
acid oils have been used for any length of time that the parts
exposed to their action become pitted and extensive repairs are
necessary.
IV. TESTS.
In testing oils there are several t ests that ought to be
made to determine their relative value. The most important are
as follows:
1. Viscosity test.
2. Hash and fire test.
3. Specific gravity test.
4. Cold test.
5. Evapo ration test.
6. Oxidation test.
7. Tests for acidity.
8.
te
wbtion of soap.
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9. Different coefficients of friction under the same condi-
tions.
These will be taken up in the order named.
1. VISCOSITY TEST. For some time it has been known to
users of and dea,lers in oils that the viscosity had a great deal
to do with the lubricating value. The reason for demanding
viscositjr in an oil has heen shown "before. It is generally
thought that the greater the viscosity of an oil, the higher is
its lubricating value hut it does not follow that a thick, heavy,
viscous oil, like a crank case oil, will be better than a lighter
one for the lubrication of the spindle. The viscosity of the
oil must be adapted to the kind of work it is to do.
All viscosity tests are purely relative and they have not yet
been reduced to a standard that is entirely sat isfacto ry. Mr.
V/m. M. Davis, of western Pennsylvania, says on this point, "It is
to be regretted that there is no standard recognized instrument, or
established method of taking the viscosity of fluids, and when one
states that a certail oil has a certain viscosity, it conveys no
meaning uless the name and make of the instrument, the amount of
oil tested, and the temperature are giver." In determining the
viscosity of oils it is a ?ood plan to take the ordinary oils
used on .bearings
,
excepting the heavy crank case oils, at a tem-
perature of 70° I'., and again at 120° I., the temperature of a
bearing when it is running ordinarily warm. It is sometimes
found that two oils haying the same temperature have decidedly
different values at higher temperatures. For the cy] inder and
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crank case oils it is "best to take the temperatures at ion, 200,
and 300 degrees, as these oils are made to withstand higher tem-
peratures.
The viscosity tests are of two entirely different kinds.
One determines the viscosity by the time it takes the oil to run
out of a tube into a vessel and the other by the resistance it
offers to the passage of "wooden paddles through it.
One of the simplest instruments for determining the viscosity
of an oil by the first method is the Scott visco simeter . This
instrument consists of an oil cup in the bottom of which is a
small hole. ^his hole is opened and closed by a ball fitting
into the hole and the ball is lifted by a handle extending up
through the top. Surrounding this oil cup is another vessel in
which is placed water or oil as the case in hand may demand.
This outer chamber is heated bo the required temperature before thejj
experiment is be.^un. A graduated receptacle i3 placed under the
oil cup. When it has been decided to taeq;in the test the ball
is lifted off the hole and the exact time required for 50 c. c.
to flow from the oil cup is taken. This time is taken as a
measure of the viscosity of the oil. The time required for water
to fl07/ from the orifice is taken as unity. Thus, if it takes
ten seconds for 50 c. c. of water, to flow through the viscosimeter
and ninety-five seconds for oil to flow through the viscositv is
taken as 95/10 or 9.5.
This method is open to the objection that the density of the
oil has an important part to play in forcing the heavy oil through
in less time than the lighter one. This objection is entirely
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eliminated in the other form of viscosimeter. The Doolittle
Torsion Visco3imeter is the best representative of the other form
of instrument. From a cross piece a smooth iron cylinder is
suspended and above this cylinder is fixed a steel pointer which
reads on a 3cale graduated into decrees. Below the oil chamber,
which is stationary, the scale is fastened. ^he oil to be tested
is placed in the oil chamber and heated to the proper temperature.
The wire is then twisted through 360 decrees and allowed to resume
its former position. The resistance of the oil will be such that
the cylinder will not swing back so far as it would if there were
no oil in the chamber. The difference in decrees between the
first and third swings is taken as the measure of the viscosity of
the oil. This is then compared with the viscosity of water as
unity and the result is the viscosity of the oil. Thus water
3hows nine degrees retardation. If water shows sixty-three
degrees the viscosity is taken as 63/9 or seven. The results
of these tests will give values which, when the conditions of
testing the different oils are the same, are of considerable value
in determining which is the better oil to use. It would hardly
be fair to compare the viscosities of the different oils with
each other, the only fair way being to compare the same kinds of
o il
.
2. FLASH A1TD FIRE TEST. This teat is used to indicate the
ability of an oil to withstand heat. Mr. Win. M. Pavis defines
the flashing point of an oil as "the temperature to which it must
be heated to cause it to give off a vapor which will ignite when
mixed with air and exposed to a flame." The fire or burning test
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is the temperature at which the oil ignites and continues to "burn.
Making this test is a very simple matter', A metal cup is mounted
on a stand so that a lamp may be passed under it. Hanging from a
frame above it is a thermometer which is covered by the oil up a
little higher than the "bulb. The oil should "be heated slowly,
not more than ten or fifteen decrees a minute, until a temperature
of ino° J1 ., is reached. After this point is reached the flame
should be adjusted until the rise in temperature is only about two
or three decrees per minute. When testing engine oils the f lama
should be passed over the surface of the oil two or three times
a minute. This flame should be the smallest one obtainable.
The flashing point is indicated when a light blue puff of flame is
seen when the torch is applied. The burning point is usually
from forty to .fifty decrees higher and is the point at which the
surface of the oil itself ignites. Care should be taken not to
remove the termometer from the oil until it has cooled down to a
temparature somewhere near the room temperature. A suddjn cool-
ing of the thermometer randers it inaccurate. Care should also
be taken to see that the thermometers are accurate.
3. SPECIFIC GRAVITY TESTS. There are three general methods
in use in making the specific gravity tests; the specific gravity
bottle method, the hydrometer method, and the Westphal specific
gravity balance. The bottle method is one of the simplest methods
and one of the most reliable. The bottle is of thin glass .'/ell
stoppered with a small hole running through the stopper so that
any exces-j oil runs over and the amount of volume in the bottle

I
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is always the same. The weight of water that the "bottle will
hold is known. It is then filled with the oil to "be tested, the
outside carefully wiped off and weighed. The weight of the oil
over the weight of the v/ater gives the specific gravity of the
oil.
The hydrometer method is the one used "by most dealers and
users. A hydrometer is calibrated to measure the specific gravity
dir3ct when immersed in the oil. Usually two are used, one rang-
ing from .73 to .86 and the other from .86 to 1.0. The former is
used for the light distillates and the other for the lubricating
oils proper. The Baume hydrometer is one which is generally used
"out about which there is a great deal of dispute. Just the ob-
ject that Baume himself had in mind when graduating his hydrometer
is not known and thjre are a number of different scales so that
unless all the oils are tested on the same hydrometer the readings
are useless. They will not agree for the same oil under the
3ame conditions. For this reason the Baume test should not be
used when it can be avoided. All of these tests should be run at
a temperature of 60° P.
The Westphal Balance is an accurate method of determining the
gravitj' of the oils. It consists of a balance having a glass
bulb whose volume is just five c. c. ^hus, when immersed in
water it will require the addition of a five gran: balance weight.
When immersed in lighter liquids, lighter weights are required,
and so on, and the beam is graduated to give the specific gravity
direct.
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This test has been relied upon too much. It is a test that
will often tell what an oil is not, "but will not tell what it is.
Thus, in testing sperm oil, the specific gravity may he shown to
be .88, which is correct, but in order to identify it positively
other tests must he made. If, however, the ^ravit3r is found to
he .87 the oil may at once he rejected as not a sperm oil. It is
by no means an identification test. The gravities of different
oils are so nearly the same that they may he mixed in the proper
proportion and the ^ravitjr of any oil he imitated perfectly.
4. COLP TEST. The cold test is the one which will ^ive us
the point at which transparent oil begins to become opaque and at
which a dense and viscous oil begins to flow after bein^ frozen.
This test is of no value whatever as an index to the lubricating
value of the oil, but if the oil is to he exposed to the .veather,
it is highly important that it be of such a nature that it will
not conceal at temperatures to which it is to be exposed. To
make this test, immerse the "bottles containing the oils in a mixture
of cracked ice and salt and with properl3r calibrated thermometers
note the temperatures at which the oils conceal.
5. EVAPORATION TEST. The evaporation test is one which
usually ^ives the commercial loss attendant upon exposing the oil
to the atmosphere. Oils must he bought and paid for by the gallon
hence, it follows that .vhen the oil evaporates there is less of it
to use and also that its density is increased and this. in turn
increases its frictional effect. In the case of textile mills
the increase of frictional effect is the injurious one. The
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spindie a run in a bath of oil and, if there is more friction than
there should "be, their speed is cut down and the bobbins to which
they are attached do not run as they should.
The test is made as follows. A small quantity of oil is
poured into a shallow dish, weighed on a chemist's fine balance,
and exposed for ten hours to a temperature of 140 to 150° F. At
the end of this time it is weighed again and the per centage of
evaporation wil] be the difference in v/eight divided by the origi-
nal weight.
6. OXIDATION TEST. For most machinery it is essential that
the oil be of a character that will not gum the bearing. This
gumming increases the frictional loads immensely. Three methods
are in vogue to determine this value. One method, which is
somewhat crude and of only comparative value is to place drops of
oil to be tested on panes of glass and to note the times taken by
the drops before they are arrested by the oxidation a3 they travel
down the panes. Still another method is to smear the oils evenly
over panes of glass and expose them to the air for the same period
of time varying from ten hours to two wesks. The relative oxida-
tion will be indicated by the stickiness of the oils and their
tendency to cling to the finger nail when touched by it. Another
method, and perhaps the most accurate of all, is as follows:
Place the oils in shallow vessels being sure that all the moisture
has been removed from them, and then j lace the vessels with the
oils into a water bath where thy are to remain for ten or twenty-
four hours at a temperature of 212° P. The increase of weight at
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the end of the time will give the weight of oxygen absorbed. For
records which are to he filed away this last method is much to be
preferred over bhe others as no records can he made in the other
two, owing to the absence of a standard.
7. ACIPITY TEST. Acidity in oils is always bad because of
the manner in which the acids attack the bearing metals and corrode
them. They also form metallic soaps in the bearings and increase
the friction. They are caused by the decomposition of the oils
and the liberation of the free fatty acids. Pure refined mineral
oils do not have this objectionable feature and are to be preferred
for this reason. Almost all animal and vegetable oils possess it
to an extent. The test is made as follows: Take two ounces of
alcohol and heat it to about 100° 17., add a few drops of alcoholic
solution of phenolphthalein. Fill a burette to the top of the
graduation with the caustic potash solution (one-tenth normal .
K.O.K.); then add solution, drop by drop, to the alcohol until it
assumes a pink tint. Add ten c. c. of the oil to the alcohol,
refill the burette with the potash solution and add the latter
until the mixture of oil and alcohol maintains a pink color after
a thorough shaking. Read off the number of c. c. of potash solu-
tion used and this amount divided by two wives the per cent of
free acid. It is obvious that the lower this per cent is, the
better is the oil for lubricating purposes.
8. DECTEC TIOH OP SOAP. Oil is often thickened and its
of
viscosity thereby increased by the addi tion^"oil x-mlp"> "oil
thickener", and "white gelatin 11 . These substances are usually
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oleates of aluminum, or other bases may "be present. The objec-
tion to this adulteration is that it causes the oil to thicken
more readily when cold, in other words, raises its cold test,
and the soap is precipitated by contact with water or steam.
This precipitate causes the bearing to clog more readily and the
consequent increase of friction. The test is made as follows:
Five or ten drops of the oil to be tested are dissolved in
about five c. c. of 86 degrees gasoline or ether, and about fif-
teen drops of the sa f urated solution of metapho spheric acid in
absolute alcohol added, shaken and allowed to stand; the forma-
tion of a floculent precipitate indicates the presence of soap.
An idea of the kind of soap can often be gained by adding an
alcoholic solution of P^Cl^. If the precipitate becomes crystal-
line it is a potash soap; if it dissolves, soda or magnesia; if
unchanged, alumina or iron.
9. EETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENTS nF FRICTION UNDER THE
SAKE CONDITIONS. The determination of the coefficient of fric-
tion under the same conditions is one of the most important of
the above mentioned tests. It is purely mechanical in its
nature, and in order to be accurate, must be made upon specially
designed oil testing machines. These tests are the only ones
of the number mentioned which were actually performed in this
thesis. They were performed in the Liechanical Engineering
Laboratory of the TTniversity of Illinois during the months of
April and May, 1907. The purpose of these tests was to prove
by actual trial which of the oils of their respective kinds now
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used by the TTniversity were the "best for lubricating purposes.
The oils tested were cylinder, crank case, and engine oils and
were products of the Standard Oil Company and the Viscosity <">il
Company. The commercial names of the oils tested from the
Standard Oil Company were Renown Engine Oil, Capital Cylinder Oil,
and Vacuum Crank Case Oil. From the Viscosity Company, the oils
tested were Filtered Spindle Engine Oil, Watt Cylinder Oil, and
Extra Crank Case Oil. Another purpose of the experiment was to
investigate the nuinber of drops required for a flooded hearing
and the difference in power consumed "by friction when the bearing
was running flooded and when it was running with less lubrication.
The oil testing machine used was made by the Central Labora-
tory Supply Company, of Lafayette, Indiana. The parts of the
machine are as follows: (See photograph on pa^e 20.)
A. A frame to support the parts.
B. The yoke at the end of which the load is carried.
C. The bearing on which the oil is to be tested.
D-D. Two bearings to support the spindle that revolvjs in
the yoke.
E. A lin volt single phase, three horse power, alternating
current motor which drives the spindle.
F. Scales on which the tendency of the yoke to revolve is
measured.
Cr. Ca3t iron housing which fits into B.
L-L. Load.
Y.-K. Knife edc;es.
W. Wattmeter used to measure power used by motor.

,?o.
On. "Testing Machine:.
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M. The glass oil cup arranged so that oil may. "be dropped
into the bearing at a uniform rate.
The cast iron housing which fits into the beam is cored hol-
low and water is run through the tubes H-H to keep the bearing
cool. This water is weighed on the scales S and its temperature
taken on entering and leaving by Fahrenheit thermometers at T-T.
This machine is so designed as to q;ive the pull due to fric-
tion in the bearing without any interposed mechanism. This is
accomplished by placing the bearing, to which the oil to be tested
is applied, in the yoke. This bearing is supported by a spindle
which passes through it and the friction due to revolving the spin-
dle inside of the bearing gives the yoke a tendency to revolve.
The load is given by hanging weights on the rods that are suspended
from the knife edges K-K. These knife edges are made to be in
a straight line passing through the center of the bearing and the
yoke is made stiff enough so that there is no appreciable bend
under any load that the bearing will stand.
The tests on the different oils were run with the load and
speed remaining constant, the only variation being the number of
drops of oil supplied to the bearing j er minute. Each test lasted
two hours, the spindle being run in one direction for an hour and
then reversed, the oil drop remaining the same both ways. When
a new oil was placed in the cup, the four tests, namely on six,
four, two, and one drops per minute, were run before another oil
was tried. Eefore a new oil was introduced the oil cup was
emptied and cleaned with gasoline, the spindle was removed and
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both it and the bearing cleaned and examined. Next the machine
was run with gasoline as a lubricant for a few minutes to remove
all traces of oil in the oil passages. Before any readings were
taken, the spindle was run for sometime under load to let the
bearing warm and allow conditions to "become constant. The oils
were tested in the following order: Renown Engine, Filtered
Spindle Engine, Vacuum Crank Case, Capital Cylinder, Watt Cylinder,
and Extra Crank Case. All oils were secured from Mr. J. A.
Morrow to make sure no mistake was made concerning the oils
suppl ied
.
The pull due to friction is found as follows: A load is
placed on the yoke opposite the scales that is slightly greater
than that on the other end and the tendency of the yoke to re-
volve is met "by the scales F. The motor is then started which
revolves the spindle in one direction and the pull on the scales
is measured. After the operation has "been continued long enough
to give constant results the spindle is reversed. As there is
excess load on one side of the yoke the revolution of the yoke in
one direction will tend to increase this load while the revolution
in the other tends to diminish it. Half of the difference is the
load due to friction. The distance from the center of the spin-
dle to the surface "being tested is the arm of the load, while the
distance from the center to the point at which the scale is at-
tached is the arm of the scale. A more thorough discussion of
this will be given in the calculation or results.

-£4 -
Oil Test.
Com pa rat ivc Ludricat ion.
Total Load on BkarimC 3 75 UsprSolIn.-M-..
D*-r»r April /3Q7 TEST No L_
1 1 Cr* U Time HP M. il Drop Water Tc mr V»T. WATCH B.T.U. # 1 W W r\ Ff* kCTIONNo Pcr M»N. In. Out LBS. K W
1. - is 1 792 7 77 85 .47 4.75
& I'.RO /8o£ 7 86 87 6.$/ 30.6 .46 5.00
/:&5 18/4 7 80 8 3 7.06 14.
1
.45 5.00
4. \-30 1738 7 84 89 6.6 £ 3«.4 .44 5.00
5. T3 5 18*2. 7 8 £ 87 6.07 30.3 .43 5.00
6. 1:40 I8oo 7 . 8 / 6 6.44 £30 .43 5.00
7 1.45 1805 7 8 85 656 £3.8 4* 5.00
B /:5o 1815 7 8 85 675 33.7 •4£ 5j00
9 /55 1804 7 80 84 5.34 £6.7 4*£ 5po
JO £.00 nso> 7 7 3 84 6.00 KT'O .43 5-0
1 1 £.o5 1735 7 73 84 5.8 7 294 .43 5.00
\Z. *:lO I83£ 6 73 84 7 8*. 33.1 .43 5.00
13 £.i5 1 795 6 79 84 5.£5 £«£ .4*. 5.00
Total 35£.3
Ay. I8QO 6 0.3 8 5.5 5.00
1 £.35 I730 7 7/ 78 v .5 4 3. 50
Z £.4-0 1734 7 7fc 73 4.44 .5* 3.5o
3 £.45 I73<< G 7£ 8*. 3.50 35.0 .54 9. 5o
4 £'5o 1734 G 73 84 3.CR. 33.6 .50 9. £5
£.5 5 173$ 7 74 85 3.50 3 8.5 .48 3. £5
6 3:00 1780 7 75 86 4.oo 4f0 .48 9.3 7
7 3.05 1733 7 75 86 £.7 5 30.& .48 3-38
e 3J0 I7SQ 7 7G 86 3.00 30.0 -47 9.37
31 5 ma 6 75 87 4.63 • 48 3. 38
)o 3.R.O 1785 7 7G 67 3 5.7 •48
3.£5 / 794 7 7C 87 3.88 4*« .48 9.38
ia 3.30 /734 7 75 8 7 3-8-7 4£.<? .48 3.3 7
13 1780 7 1Q «7 3.38 37.£ .48 3.38
Total 461,3
f\v. /7S5 7 74-. 4 .494 e>.4
Renown Engine 0\i_ Coefficient of Fr> ctiQN Q36<g
.

Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total U«ao oh BkarimC . LftSm SclIm. RQ .
Pate^ APR" 21 -as .1307 Tt5T F^ rt 3-
No
r
(time:
H—
Oil Dat©»
PCJRMm
|WAT«TeMP
Im. 1 Out BTUh—
—
1 4.70 1830 4 7$ [ 87 .60 3,5
4.15 1840 4 73 86 5./
9
1 <f£ £ 35
4-£Q '8/£ 77 83 4.94 1
1
47. a 3.*
j
4 £5 4
J
77
1
80 4-G9 3.0
5 4:30 /5/o 4- 77 3<^ 50 a • 55 4,5
6 4:35 1815 3 I 79 _ 89 J 6 9. 5 .50 45
440 I800 4- 73 89 4.$£ 439
j
-50 45
a 4:45 ! )8oo 79 89 3.00 30.0 ^5JL_ 45
a 1 4-:5o 1 184Q 79 89 43S 437 • 53 45-J
45 5 /8I5 *
1
89 3.8/ 38.
£
.5%
!
4 5
182.0
|
4 79 89 3.3/ 33-
1
.5£ U±8-J
5:05 l8£0j 4- 76 89 +.38
i
46.0 | .5/
|
-f- 5/0 /85Q
_16_! 89 3.S3 39.9 .50
TCT*u_ 5547
1
j
»8£Q i 775 88 .55
/:45 n 55
1 Ti I 85 9 .CO
2. /: 5o 1700 70 i 88 a. i3 35.0 <?Q
j
liiooj 83 1,88
!
34.7 55
;
£•.00 I800 70 3R..5 ,.f5
£•0 5 1770
j
4 £.18
]
j
45.9
h-6- £:;o 1770 4 70 91 £.94 GI.G •55
;
£:/5 1770 4 70 9/ ,$3 /3./ •55 /o.
1
* £fco ma
|
4 S 70 81 K./9 ^53 .54 /o.
£"•£5
1
1740 1 4 1 70 9/ /.44 /33 !
T
t
I
,
JO.
2-30 /7£0 1 4- 1 70 91 /./3 54.0 ! 9.8
1
£:35
]
/7£5
j
|
it 1 7o 91 £.5.^ ,5*_ [ 37
R-.40 1740 4 70 9/ ; 43.4 .5G
£45 1730 4 70 91 | /,5ff
! j
3£.8 I .56 9.7
, J 4 4GGJ 5
AV. )730 I 4 70 89 1 i i .564 9.9/
Renown Ehsihk 0\l.. C oe rr hchc iwx o*f fF***arAam Q461 j

Oil Test.
Comparative!: Lubrication.
Total Load on Bearing £75 L&spr 8o.Im.
QA^rir APRIL- ^. I^OL T»*T N rt 3
Read
No
"T* i rvi D p M Oil Drop
Per Min.
Water Temp Wt Watch
LBV
M OTOR
K W FrictionPull l»3In Out
1 IGSO 7* 90 ' -
.
.58 /0.5
ft _LG70 7£ 93 CO .3 .64 /0.7
3, 7* 3.3 7 57-1
4. 3'.30 (38 90 3.0 G(o. O /a.
7
3-35 1730 7^ 90 £.00 3<«,Q •6* /O.G
A 3:40 7£ 90 4.00 7£Q •*7 1 /Q.8
7. 3'4S _. 7£ 90 3.50 <$3.<) .70
3. 50 noo 7£ 33 51-3 • 44- 10.8
_
3:55
4:0O
i7oo 7£ 93 75 <L ,65 107
73 9£ Rtt 40-4 .05 |07
. H 4:05 /650 a 73 93 5.g5 Q6.0 .6 5 [0.8
I
0.74J0 /700 73 93 3^5 G.5.o
13 4.J5 1700 73 S3 * AS 53.0. 10.6
Totml 7 1 o.S
Bv j l(?60 7£ 9/4 .<?44 /o.7
1 I704- 73 95 /•
2.. 4."3o 73 99 2:75 In 0.
3 W J.T Rum Beak
4 Imsuf FIClEHT LUBR1CATIOH
H
7
> -
10
_ II
12.
13
Total
RtNowN EnqineOil. Coefficient of Fp(ct»on

£7
Oil
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Uoad oh BkarimC £75" Las. pr fta.In. ~ZSL
r^A^rir April 2 c. J3Q7 Tt3T No L
f l L/T E.R.C D 5 PIN OLE ELMGlNCOlL,
I
-R8-
Oil Test.
CoMPAttATive Lubrication.
Total Uao on BkarinC £l!L . L&s.pr SoJn.
Date. April. &7.i9oi Test No—
&
Den r\
No.
Time R.PM. Oil Drop
PfcR MlN.
Water Tc mr r»T. WATCH
LBS. B.T.U.
1^ ^ITTrt Ct
» 1 w • wnKW F*R tCTlONPullL»sIn. Out
(. met 4- 70 7? .*ro 9
ft 8:^o iaoo 4 7/ 75 6 4-4 ..To 9
3, 8:4-5 1 ft 2.0 4 70 75 6 J2 .S3 9
4. 8:5o /600 4 75 3 5.0 .52. 9
5. 8:55 /flos 4 <n 7G 4.56 .50 9
(3 9:00 /78o 4 Ql 7G 3.50 .50 9
7. 9:o5 l89o 4 $7 4.3/ 38.8 .48 9
ft 9:lo nao 4 67 75 3.C2 30.8 .48 9
© 9'i5 i8qq 4 s 1? 75 4.25 34.0 .4& 9
JO 9:£0 I7<90 4 Q7 7* 3-50 39.8 .50 9
II 9:25 J74-0 4 (37 7* 4.5/ 43.4 .48 9
J 2. 9:3o nso 4 C7 7<? 3.63 33.2 .48 9
13 9:35 18 10 4 <? 7 rc 3.06 Zl.Q .48 5)
Total 38 /. 2.
Ay, /8I0 4 dll 7^.3 4 94
1 9:^5 4 C8 79 .56 4-
7L. 9\5'o J800 5 67 80 4.81 5<£4 .58 4
3 9.55 /fl40 6 £6 80 £.34 35.0 .56 4.2
4 lO'.OO 1780 4 <?7 8 3.^7 40.5 .*7 4-. 3
5 /o;o5 I8QO 4 $7 79 /.<?3 20.6 ,58 4-. 2
6 /OW 17 90 4- 79 Ctl.S .57 4.3
7 /O'.l 5 I8QO 4 g<s 79 3*63 4-4.3 .58 4.2
e /0:2o I80O
1 4 70 3. 44 4/.G .58 4.3
/o:2 5 4 G6 79 3.94 47.2 -5* 4.K
)o ;o:3o 1790 4 <?7 79 3.oo 34.0 .54 4.3
1/ JO-35 f$QQ 4* 6* 80 3.56 4^.4 .53 4.2
\z ; o:4-o 1600 + (JO 00 3.3 7 47.2 .54 4.3
13 10 '.45 l78o 80 2.94 41, •53 4-2.
Total 5 23.7
RV. 17^5 66.4 79,5" • 557 4-. 2 5
FU-TEIRED 5PINDLE ENGINE: Oil . COEFflCIENT OF Fp > CT I Ofi lQ&¥L,
&
. JJL&. «a> fe«# A H )| l| § Q * $ J 'Jyfl T O
- 7LO~
Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total. Uoao on Bearing JLLL.. Las.pr &o.Im. _£jQl_.
tt*-nr flPRiu g7. /go7 Test No 3
Read
No.
time R PM Oil Drop
Pcr MlN.
Water Tk mr
LBS.
M OTOR
K. w:
FR kCTlON
Poll L&3In. Out
1. I75D 66 76
ft 17: 05 <i<k S.8I 5Q/7 ,56 4.
3. W:J0 /<8fco
^, <k1 77 4.8/ 4&\f7 .55 f
4. M: IS 2- <?7 77 56.8/ 54 —4J
5 /r.io /84-Q Z. CI 77 4,94 49.37 •55 4,
6. II. RS /SQO 67 77 4 9.3 7 . 55 4,6
7 li:3o /78o £ <57 77 4-44 5-6.8/ . 5$ 4-/
B 11=35 I80O 67 77 6 00 43.75 5<f -JtJ
9 II 'AO I8QO ft 67 77 5.44 6Q.00 •5<f 4./
»o 11:4-5 18 ft C7 77 5.8 % 5-4-37 • 56 4.*
i 1 11150 £ 6 7 77 5$ 7 5 4./
IZ 11:55 /8O0 $7 77 56 / 58./
&
•55 4J
13 I800 ft <?7 77 5.75 5 7.50 .56
Total 64-9.0
fiv. /800 <*7 *<>
1 Ifc'io I800 67 76 .55 9. 5
Z /fl-IS /860 6ft 56.7 56 9,5
3 /£-go 1844 67 75 7.oo 59.5 • 5R 9.5
4 /£.R5 /808 G7 75 17.5 95
/£:30 I840 67 fc /ft.00 9^.0 9 5
6 /£:35 I8/0 <<7 Id 8.00 a 8.0 •54 9.5
7 JR.:4o |8og <i7 76 7-4t 47.0 ,55 9.5
a J&45 )<S30 3.94 4-/3 .55 9.5
$ l£50 ia^7 a Ql 84- 4.£5 37.4 9.5
jo /£:55 /804 GQ 85 3.00 465 35
ii 1 .00 18£Q Q6 76 A-00 34.0 9.5
\z /:o5 /8«.o a. a& 77 4.06 69.0 9.5
13 |:/0 /79o 74 3.87 5£4 • 54- 9.5
Total
<fft53
RV. /en C7.3 77-5 ,536 3.5
FiLTEREa Spindle Engine Oil CoErnciEMT of fr> ction^±£5.
1*1 «5 B«1 % . ft V A Q&ti >1 A J3& MO Q M d
-30-
COMP
Oil
A R ATI VE
IE S T
Lubrication.
To tal Load cm BeaRiiiG £75 _ LAS pr So 1m KO •
Date Te s t No. 4
Read. Tine: R PM. Oil Drop WatirTcmr Wt.Water n t LI M OTOR FrictionNo. Pcr MlN. I N. Out UD9. K.w: Pull L^s
1. i:35 1830 68 JD .52. 9. 6
^ 1:40 1740 1 68 60 4 . 4G.O .54 9.5
a, i:45 I8OO ' 68 8 / 4. O 5o.o "3 ft
4, /: SO I8GO 1 68 81 4. Q 52,0 .58 1 O O
5. /:55 I80O 1 G© 4". O 54.0 • 58 9 7
6.
2' 00 ]8fco
' G 3 O- 5/ 47.3 •55 9.5
7 2:0 5 1782 1 6 9 9^ 3p 49.G .55 9.6•
6, 2WO 1830 1 (59 82. 4- O 62,6. 55 3 5
9 2:/5 /800 70 8* 35.9 .53 9 7• *
10 2:2o /fllfl 70 83 0. 7 44-7 55 9 5
1
1
Z:Z5 / 7/ 83 O, 5 4-^4 •54 9 7
12. 2:3o 1730 / 70 84 •a ^0. 4-8.2 .55 9.8
13 2.35 /790 7/ 84- 3.<e 50.8 .64 °S 5
TOTAL 59o.4
/8/Q / S3 61.8 .549 9.G5
1 ?:4 5 ieoo 1 7/ 84 •Q3
z fc'.So 1780 1 7<e 88 3/.
7
•SB J? 6
3. 2:55 /a ;o / 73 8G 5. 5 80. G •CO 3 7P • 1 ....
4 3:oo I800 / 74 e<? 5.1 <53£ .60 3.2
5 3;o5 /(3/Q 1 75 86 .0 SO,5 .6.4 3 5
$ 3' 10 /790 1 7d 87 5.4 59.1 .65 3 5
7 3: J 5 1810 1< 86 5.3 G/.2. .CO ^ ft
6 3:20 1780 77 89 -4.8 37-8 .55 4 O
3'25 I6/0 78 89 4.2. 46J 4 O
)o 5'. 3o 78 9o 3.6 4/.
6
58 4 O
i l 5:35 J8£4 76 9 4.5 54,7 GO 3.5
12, /800 78 9 / 4.0 50.0 .GO
13 3:45 J854 18 9/ £.8 36.5. .GO
Total G2.5.2.
AV. 1605 / 75.7 88
. GOG 3.58
Coefficient of Friction 0505

O I l Te s t.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Load on BkarinC £7* . tftS.PRSo.lN. £ Q .
Pa-tt flPRiL3Q,n0T Tt3T NO._J
RtAD
No.
RDM Oil Drop
Pcr MlN.
Water Temp Wr Water
LBS.
D ~T~ 1 |D . 1 . U. M OTORK.W
Fr >ction
Pull LbsT -i Out
1. / :55 /8£o 5 5 9 74 .<9I /.5
/770 5 5 9 73 9.0 130.5 1.4-
3. £:o5 !8oo 5 11 7.9 .8 25
4- / 8oo 4 59 75 8.0 us. .8 2.5
5. £:|5 1610 g 7<? GO 97.7 .85 £.0
6, R£o /790 G 59 76 11.5 195.5 •<34 2.2
7 |79o G 59 7o (5.0 84 .8 £-3
e 1776 G 59 G9 M.5 //5.5 .8 K-Z
9 J8O6 6 59 G9 7.0 70. .8
/Q 2/.40 /8£4 6 59 /£.9 /£o. • 8
I 1 £:45 /60o G 59 G9 8:g a<*,7 •8
\z. 2:5o l8oo <P 59 7o 93.8 .78
13 £-.55 176Q 6 59 11 7o 80.5 •a 2.5
Total
fiv. 1797 -J 11.6 ,84G
1 3:oo I800 G 7. /0.2
7L 3:OS H90 GO 80 4.7 03.9 .7 /o.a
3 3: 1 o Ift/o 7 59 60 3. 8 18.0
_J /0.0
4 3: 15 I80O 10 59 4,/ 85-4 .7 ;o.o
5 3'60 ie/o G 59 Qo + 7£.Q •V /o.£
6 1780 6 Go 80 3. G 70.5 .7 /o,o
7 ./800 CO do 3.5 7/.3 .7 |0.0
3/3 5 |6|0 6 G 1 8/ 4-. 3 98-
1
,7 //.o
8 3.4-0 /600 6 8/ 3,3 75.5 .7
)o 3:45 18/0 6 & 8*. 4-.0 76,0 •7 112.
1
1
3: So l&OQ 6 6S. a 2. 3.1 d\4 //o
l£ 3:55 1810 6 6£ 84- 3.5 73.5 .7
13 4:oo 1800 G G2. <S7 5o.G .7 /0.8
Total 908.7
AV. !8oo GO.5 8/ •7 10.5
Vacuum Crank Casel Oil. Coefficient of Fri ctiON^069_.

Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Uoad on BkarimC JL11 . LaapR fta.lH._iQ_.
MftY I, I9Q7 TK3T NO ^
RtAD
No TlMC R.RM.
Oil Drop
Pcr Min
Wa-tcrTcmp |Vt Watch
lbs.
M OTOR
K W ICTIONPull LesI N. Out
!
1:30 184-0 4 7 7 a t) .70 //
ft 1:35 77 86 •7/ //
9, l.'4-o 4 9£. 4.f C4-.7 •7/ //
4. ±649 4- 8ft +3 G 1.6 ,70 //
i:so /eoo + . ie 97 f*/ "
& 1:55 4 7<* G.I 1(4,9 ,7ft /(
7 S.-.0 > /fl/o 4-
T si74- 4-.ft •7/ 11
fti/P
1530 , 4 7ft .34 . 4./ *3 II
-4 7ft 9ft 4.0 l(
4 71 3ft 4.ft 80.7 •7* u
M 2:j>o JL64:0 4- 7ft 3.1 7fi.o JA II
!3 £:3o id&o.
4 7ft 4.4 . 8 7- 5 1 ,73 n
66 4.5 /05.Q_ u .
Total 9(&3./
1833 1 7f . 5>ft 11
1 J 840 4 - -.77.
.
2, /ago 4* 1 fl9 ..S.4- , 6 0.5 ^•7
a*, so 1 4- 3/ * *.7
4
___
£L§JL J8I.<L
I8ZO
4- 93 g
. »7<l R.ft .
4-
<*.ft .... 94 £5
3\o5 16 Zo 4
__£A _ £>7 33.0 .7? ft5
3:iO 1630 4 <s / 9<f 5". .8 _ L74,/ •as
/8/0 <Ll_ ft* 4-ft
$ \83Q 4 73 . ,.7,6 ,<3o
IO 4- £0 Z_ 5.7
M .j:3o 4 5,0 73 109./ .79
I* 1800 1 4- 7P - 5.7 .80
3;4o t 60 .60
,
.84 ft.§
ToTAl
1 1830 4- 85.3 .791
Vacuum Crhnk Ca5_ Oiu. Cot mciCNT or rR»cTiow__12jL.
H ft J* «S J -4 o
-33-
O I l Te s t.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total. Load on Bearing All.. L»*.pr SglIm.
Pm^T MAYI./3Q7 TtST NO 2
RCAD,
NO I (Pit
Q p M Oil Drop
PC* MlN.
VVATtP TCMR *Vt Wate*
LBS. D.I. U.
M OTOR
K.W Puwu LftSIn. Out
1,. iago ft G/ 8/ 8<5
4,00 1800 ft 6' 7s 8.ft /39.5 .SO
/8|o ft 61 7/ /.30
4-.|o l&Qo 6' 73 7-5 /?wk .DO ^0
4-:/5 ^3 7b 83 MO /.5
.i.e/o
-A <5 S3 so I/O /.0
1800 <<* 85 13*0 /.00 /,o
/a/o 8<p /34.0 /,00 .8
4:35
4*'*o.
/aoo £7 <H /4i.O MO • a
/eoo 47 a. 6 Ift55 /.00 /.o
P
1JL
. i £L
:
/800 ft $7 S$ .Bo /.5
^50 *7 86 /04-.0 •80 fto
13
TOTAL
/Sop 4,6 86 tr.4 97.5 /.3
1805 83 /.44
5;oo imp ft as . ,<34 115
a. 5:05 6 6 8 5 5,7 .84
il
/8ro 6 7 S3 . ? f.5 .8/ //.5
5:/5
5 SO
5:25
.
/6/0
/800
AG
,
5,5
,
99.0 ,80 //.3
8 $ 5,5 9 9.0 •7t
/7<So ft <c& 85 5. i 66.7 .7/
5:30 Jdoo L_ft ., (p£) 5,4 . 6.1 •7/ //•3
- §
a ^
u
5:35
5:40
a 1IIW 1
,
5.45
5:50
5:55
leoo 70 ~ fl s 5.5 •7+ //.3
ft..
' 7o S5 725 •75 il.O
mo ft To 85 5.C 84.0 7/ //.ft
mo i? , 70 5.$ 79.5 •7/ n.o
f8oo ft 70 85 $A a 1 .0
.
6:00 /8O0 S$ 55 '/.ft
Tern i
AV.
=.:: • msss. h
/8O0 65 .75
Vacuum Crank Case Oil CospncitNT or rwionoN P91<5 ,

-34-
Oil Test.
Totau Ltno oii Bearing JLZJL. I-ftS pr SolIn.
B*rr N«y Z
t
/9Q7 T- «*t N- 4-
IRead
No/ 1 1 Pit r\ TZ 1*1.
Oil Drop
Pcr M»N.
Water Temr
LBS.
O * 1 t 1B. 1. U. M oTonK.w:
FR tCTION
PULLL»9.In. Out
I
9:4/0 Ifioo 1 G/
ft 3:4-6 I0QQ 1 G4 ^,7 SQO .81 111
9:5o )65<? / 66 84 3.8 GQ.5 its
4. 9:55 /83o / 3.4 .85 //.3
1 o;oo /ftOG / 69 9/ S.O GG.Q .80
/o;ps 1 70 93 3.0 .8?t //.9
7r |o:/o IS50 1 7/ 54 ^.Q .90
B /o;i5 mo / 69 95 990 ,8£ HI
lo.zo /.5 7S 97 3.0 6 3.0 .83
;o lo\KS I 7f)o 1-5 7/ 9$ 3-5 59.5 .81 11.8
M ;o:3o mo /. 71 99 30 A4.0 .8(p //.9
/o:35 /. 75 99 3.4 817 .85 1^.0
!3 /0:4o /8<*Q 1. 14 99 .8Q /^.O
T©TRL 9/3.4
18/5 /.0[ ^ 9-5 9£.5 Z/.53
1
/o\5o /tf-sf-o
.5 11 5 .90 £.6
JO". 55 /8oo .5 71 /o5. 3.5 //fi.O ,85 f?,5
3 l/:oo I8oo 10
,
7/ 99. 3.
1
86.3
.fio 5
4 r/:05 1600 1. 7£ 98. 3,5 511 .90 ^,5
if./o |64o 1, 73 9ft. 3,1 77.5 .3? £0
6 //:/5 18ZO
f
74 loo. 3.ft .80 £.0
7 mo I. 7£ /of- 3.9 M3.o K.o
fl //:*ts nzo I- 7£ /oo. R.4 G6.£ ,fto ^.0
9 l/:30 /. 7£ 99. 3.6 •90 ^.0
10 11:35 nzo 1. 73 90. 3.5 67-5 •fio £.0
M l/:4o /73Q /. 76 99. 3.0 fl/.o .88
ie //:45 /770 1. 7* 39 3.5 946 1.8
13 f/-"5Q /750 7- 73 IO0 31 .ft* 1.7
Total
1'.- Vr
_
.
-,
AV. 1774 .9 7Z.I / 00 .84<3 2./4
^cuum Cr*nk Case Oil CocrnciENT of Fbiction^122L.
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Oil
Comparative Lubrication
To I»*ao on Bearing z7 5
MttY3. 19Q7
US pr SoJm
Tt 3 t No.
(Rf>o
NO Time R.FM
WatirTcmp Morron FflttCTWIft
Pull LesI* 1 Out
tr
£-.25 /7*Q 7 i 75 90 .80
ft 2;3o !Ll74o. 7£ 9/ 5 o 9$,o .78 j 2.
& &\3 5 I I860 8 79 35 4-.o .78 1 2.
K\+o \ 16(40 8 95 4-. 5 G3.I .eo
£•.4-5 1840 6 SB 4.o .77
ft £:5o 1840 & /OO 4,* .80 2..
7 R!55 ISQO 8 / oo 2 ft 53. £ •77
& 3:oo 1Q0O. 7 loo 5./ 970 rfiO
3:o 5 7 79 99 4.0 flO.Q
3'./o 7 78 99 3 .9 .80
II 3l/5 7 77 90,4 .74 £.5
/8oo 8 77 9e 7/.4 .80 z.3
3:fc5 /Qoo 8 71 98 #0 84r0 • 79
9/97
Rv iM 7.54 75.7 f""v P* mi — ^•i
1 7 77 96 .80
& 3'.4o /8<SQ. 7 77 98 4-o S4-.Q .80
I79o 7 77 99 3.7 e/,4- •78 fl.7-
4_ 3-.5o /83Q 7 79 93 4-.0 .85 //.8
a. 5 3.55 iKo 7 .75 /OO 3.q 79-£ Sa //-7
$ 4.0O I740 7 _17 /or 79.£ .95
7 4;o5 /770 7 /Of _ _9<? *94 11.7
4-: /o I8£0 i 77 /Q6 90.0 ,ft5 I/.8
4./
5
{0QO 7 78 9fi 3Q (oO.O •7fl
4'£o 77 /O0.0 • 77 //.3
M 4-'£5 /S4Q 7 77 \0Z ,. 4. ft |O5.0 ,73 //.£
4'.3o /a/o 7 77 /OO 78 3 .74
JQoo 7 77 99 4,7 /03.5 ,77
(040.8
ft* 18/0 7 773 99.7 .819 J/.
5
Capitol Cylinder Oil. Coefficient or Friction
/
Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication
Total Load on Bearing ALL. L5S.pr SclIm.
Date MflYfl, |£>9,L. Tfc s t No. ^
Den r\
No.
Time: R.RM. PCR M»N.
Water Tr mr VVt.WATCII
LBS. BT.U.
f*H OTOfl r w is. 'ion
fuLi.L»SIn. Out
!• 4-/45 I820 4 9§ .78
4:5o I800 t 7$ 96 4.5 94.<S .7(5 114
4:55 1786 4 96 4.4 86.5 .80 M.5
4. S.oo /8/o 4 9(f 4.0 8O.0 11.1
5. 5;o5 /82.0 4 76 9£ Q.K / 1 1 .O .84 l£.
6 5: /o 18£o 4 74 39 8.0 /£o.o .84 \\ .8
7. 5.15 I860 4 75 9o 8.0 Dk.o .78 114
ft 5:&o leao 4 75 86 5.0 77.0 .83 //.s
9 5:£5 4 74 88 4.k 59.4 .80 //.5
;o 5.30 l8£o 4 7£ 37 75.o • 78 11.5
II 5:35 /800 4 7£ 86 7.^. /04.C .78 11,3
J 2. 5'4o 1636 £ 74 84 £.0 48.0 .80 11.5
13 5:45 /a 54 4 76 54 7.5 60. .80 iri
Total 5'5o /Q3R.0
Av. 3.65 75 9o.5 .ao UAZ.
1 G.OO 18^3 4 63 30 .8*. z . s
a. G.0 5 /<5oo 4- 70 5.0 80.0 6
3 6:lo I8Z0 4 70 ft7 78.
R
.so £.5
4 G\l 5 I8Z0 4 7o §e ir. 3 95.6 .78 £.5
5 G'.2 \8l4- 4 70 6". 9 0.0 .82 2.5
6 /fl/G 4- 70 4.6 84.6 .78 fc.5
7 <?;3o /fi/S 4 71 89 <5.o fOQ.O .6 f^.5
/8ao 4- 71 37 56.<S
G:40 * 7/ 89 5>5
IO a :45 4- 7 1 90 4-T
If /8£o 4 11 <ss> .79
12 G:55 ^800 4 11 89 4-8 .77
/3 7'Oo l72>o 4 71 8£> 4.5 a/.o ,7©
Total /Q^9.3
AV. /$/o 4 70.5 88.5 .80 £.5
Capitol Cyl\nde:r Oil. Cotrr tcitHT or rBicTi0W-^i2l±,
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Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Load oh Bearing £75 . Lbspr So.In. J^_.
Date M fly 3<* won Test No._A__
Read
No t i i^e r\ n rt.
Oil Drop
Pcr MlN.
Water Temp
LBS. B T. U.
M OTOR FR »CTlON
Pull L&sIn. Out
1. 7:55 6 7 •fl
Z 1800 C?7 1 a 43. £ .a
3, 8 .35 1630 57 /oo < 6.0 *-?
4, 8.1 o 1800 R |0| 3.1
5 8:|5 |830 ft as 90 5.0 /R.0.0 •a
6. 8.^0 1150 7/ ft7 g-g .R
1 8:25 1790 73 87 G.R. .8 *.5
a 8:3o /760 74 67 G.G £.4
© 1730 74 88 5.5 77.0 .78 *\5
8:4-0 J7£o 73 89 75.0 •8 6.5
n 8:4s 1 7oo 7* 87 93.0 • fi 2 *
J 2 8.50 \%\o 7/ fid 5.5 .fl ?-5
13 70 86 6.0 .76 gi
TOTML /O506
7o 89 .738
1 9.30 I7QQ 8 /3.5
Z. ?r.3 5 /73o So 5.7 68.4- .eg 13.2
3 9:4-0 /7O0 Ga 70.0 .8
4 9:45 Idoo A3 S3 .5 13.3
5 9:50 I740 7/ £.0 ff4.0 .ft I3.R.
6 9.55 1750 7* 5.7 79.9 »79 13.3
7 /O.Oq /700 7£ 8<* 70.0 .6 /3.0
8 /o:o5 |780 71 87 ff.3 IQQ-G e /30
$ /o.io 1770 7/ 8(5 6.0 90.o .76 13.Q
JO /o:/5 \6K0 70 85 7 1 g. 7
1
1
/82o (29 84 78.0 .75 IS-
6
ia ifloo C9 84 5.5 .8 Ll.O
13 yo:3o I78Q ft (5£> 84- 5.5 88.. 5 •78
Total 970.9
AV. /77Q 84-,/ .784
Capitol Cylinder, Qiu. Coefficient or rp>cTtoN^Q83g..
;

Oil Te s t.
Comparative Lubrication.
To tau Load on BkarinC £75 . Lbs pr So.In ZQ .
Dax& MAV4-.I3Q7 Test- No 4
No.
R PM. il DropPer Mini
Water Temp VVT WATER
LBS. B.T.U.
/ I u 1 ur\ 1 n 1 v • iv*
PUV.L LBSIn. Out
r. $:3$ 1 67 9/ .78
9:4o / 6S 3.0 7Z.o .78 //. /
3.45 / 69 94 G*.5 .78 //.
4. 9:50 1600 / 70 «34 29 Co 9.
6
.78 II.
5 |7SO / 70 94 £.6 62.. 5 .78 II.
L e, /o;oo / 7/ 95 £.3 553 .78
7 /0.0 5 nao / 7/ 3.1 77.5 .76 1/.
. 6 io-./o y 7£ 36 3o • 76 1/.
a IO.I5 17^0 / 7£ 37 3.6 90.0 ,7£ 1/.
JO 1 o.£o /800 / 7* £>8 /.5 24. ,7* II.
1
1
1 73 99 67.G .70 u,
12. /o:30 1 73 99 2.6 65.0 .76 It.
13 10.35 |700 1 7£ 9?) £.7 73.o .75 11.
Total 731.0
Ay. J7<50 70.8 9 5.7 .761 nm
1 /o:4 5 7760 1 98 3.7
2. /o:5o /7 IO / 70 M* /.7 T/.4 .80 3,5
3
» —
/0'S5 /7£4 1 7/ /03 3.3 /05.5 .8/ 3.5
4 11:00 /^ro j 72. joo 3.1 86.8 .86 3. £
5 jr.os /G3*L I 7* 99 3.4 9(8 •8fc 3. 5
6 //:/o 17/0 1 IK 39 86.4 3. 5
7 It: 1 5 I8O0 7Z 99 4.5 12.1.5 -83. 3,5
a into 1800 IK 1 00 3.0 840 .8£ 3.5
It:** I800 73 / OO 59i4 3.*
)o tv-so /7<*0 73 /oi 3.5 98. ,80 8.T
1
1
//•.as /630 73 /OO 3*. 86.4 .83 3.4
12, //:*0 74 )00 3.7 .86 3.4
13 7f 99 4.0 /oo,o .8 6. 3.$
Total /0876
\150 I 7£l /0O.8 •9 KG 3.49
Capitol Cylinder Oi»- Coefficient of Friction .Q643

-32>-
Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Uoad on Bearing £75
.
Lbs.pr SglIn. _&o_.
PATt Mf\Y 4-, l<r)Q7 Te 5 T NO._i_
Read
No T II^E rvr: rl.
Oil Drop
Pcr MlN
Water Temp wV~r Wbtpo
» » 1 1 CM
LBS. B .T. U.
^1 OTOR Fr ictjon
Pull LbsIn. Out
1. 1730 7 86 .82.
Z 3:oo iaoo 7 S3 8* 3.7 55-5 .00
3. I800 a 70 ©7 3.*. ao /.5
4-. 3:10 1760 6 7/ 69 fP 720 .78
5 3" 15 /7£0 8 7fc 90 4.4 79. £ -7$ /.6
6, 3:£0 I900 74 92. 3.8 1 G6.4 •76 IS
7 3^.5 !<9£0 7 7<J 95 4.0 C80 .80 '•7
& 3:30 idoo 7 —7j8
—
1
95 3.9 .80 1.7
9 3:35 8 80 97 5.0 8 5.0 •75 /.a
nto 8 70 9f) 3.0 GO.O .76 f.7
1 1 3:45 1770 7 77 /oo 3.4- 78.£ .ftO 1.8
12 3:50 ]8oo 7 74 99 4.9 .80 1.7
13 /770 7 73 98 57.5 .60 1:8
Total 6672
Ry. I78Q 7.38 73.5 93 .79 /.65
1 4:00 /800 7 77 37 8K /7 7
Z 4*o5 I800 7 71 96 3.5 87.5 .80 //.5
3 4:/0 /aoo 7 71 96 85.0 .80 11.5
4 4:/J5 /800 7 11 96 35 67.5 .80 ' 11,5
5 4:fco /a/o 7 11 96 3.ft 80 .78 //,5
6 4:^5 Idoo 7 11 06 3.5 87.5 .18 // S
7 4'.3o /790 7 7/ 96 3.] 77.5 .78 lit.
8 4-:35 /Sfco 7 7/ 95 2.5 GOO 7$ W.4-
9 4'.40 /7^ 1 7/ 95 4-./ 77 11*
)o 4-:4 5 I800 7 7o 95 3.5 .78
II 4.'5o 1790 7 7o 95 *.e 70.0 .76 MA-
4:55 /800 7 7o 95 £./ 5R.5 M IL*
|3 500 7 70 34 /0/-o 7$
Total 37^.5
Rv. /795 7 70.7 95.54 78| //.43
Watt CyLlNDE-R Oil. COEFFICIENT OF fpi cti ON ^P.S1

Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Load on BkarimC £75 LftS.PR SglIn.
Pate Mav Q ] f°)Qj^ Test No.-_.L_
Read
No.
Time R PM. Oil DropPcr M»N.
Water Te mr ^vV.Watch
LBS. B.T.U.
M OTOR fr iction
Pull L»sIn. Out
1 /70ft 1 83 fi-,y
/(V ^O i^8r> <sa 89
... rir.u.,. i« j
/0.35 A- 93 1 ' A f\ fl*T" J >L/ ft i. j
/ 04O /7£4 GO 95 2. ^ 16 4- A• KJ i - -J
KJ • /o:45 \fLf\C\lloOU A. <59 9<S aO I ^
12. /O'.5o 1 V. VL^f 4- 70 97 fi 7. 5Sr. .1; J ] 5
I- 4
—3:
—
7/ 99 • O / Q
a.D, 1 rw I 70 Oi / w v 7/ IOI rw » 1 A
1
• / ^»
5?. // :05/ f * w TT. 72. log. 7P• /a / 7
1 /"»IU ) I lo I 70ft A. 7(3 SO 7 n1 •u . QO 1 *
1 1
1 1. Iff*-' *T
.
73 39 J-O 7i4 O Q.•O 1. 1?
1 Pi c II* rv -' 1 I IV A 73 /Ol —' - ~ j / L»il.LJ 1 1 ^
1
1 -J A.T 73 /OS l 11 * 1 ^ A ft / «=;i ,• -j
Total /I
Ay 19 9 *w T — 70./ 96.5 A 1
1 f '^rv
1 / o<v / 7^0MOV A- 73. 97 / U.
<- / / -/L» A-T 73 4. 5
—
» VJ.T
1 1 nW 4-i 73
—
T'K . AO 1 O ^
A. H'7J IotU A- 73 A-'h* -JkJ so AO IO 2
V II
• Cr\M • / ^o n A-ft 7fc 97 O. ^ VJ I'M/ 7 A
6 if • D /inr 7^ 97 -O , / rv O • /a 1 O-K
7 / g/.oo iqao 4 73 37 3 •89 /0.5
e ia:os /790 4 73 97 *:7 88.9
9 4 7^ 97 3 750 .77 rat
)o 1760 4 7^ 9$ 4.0 9G O • 75 /0.3
f! /80Q 4- 7^ 9$ 40 96 .60 |0.$
12, 4 7^ K,l 5 0.4 .80
ifc'30 4- 7^ 9(f 8 1.6 .80 JQ,5
Total
AV. /8£8 4 7^-4 9<o.S .795 /0.35
WATT Cylindea Q»l. CoErnciENT of Friction Q733 t

Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total. Load on BkarimC £75
.
L&s.pr &a In _£Q ,
Datk M^y Test Nq 3
No.
Time: R.PM. On ftnopPtR Mm
Water Temp yvT.Water
LBS. B.T.U.
/^i OTOn
K v*
1 M iv * iwn
In. Out
1. /•OS I8oq 2. 7<e 57 .90 Z.
I: l o Iftoo 7<f 91 5.2. ra.o .88
IU5 I820 77 34 4/ (59.8 .84 £.5
/".ZQ 1840 77 37 4.1 8 £.0 .8G 2.5
5 1:25 18£0 £. 73 54 3.C 54.0 .84 £.7
S /'.30 /83<« 2, 80 '01 39 8*0 .80 2.8
7. T.35 ItflO £. 8/ /02, 3.7 8 1.4 .8Z. £.7
B 1*40 182.0 8£ /oo 4.9 6fl.£. .8/ 2.8
9 r.45 IflOO 81 97 5.0 8 O.0 .80 2.. 7
JO 1.50 I800 T9 <5.4 /o89 .82 ^.
8
II 1:56 IfllO 76 35 5.0 8 5-0 .84 fc.7
\Z 2:0.0 /8I0 76 94 G.3 985 .64 fc.8
13 2/.o5 /843 2. 77 94 6.0 IQZ.Q .84 2.8
TOTML /009.8
Av. \QKo 2, 79 95.8 .836
,
^
f 1760 75 9<* .8 / 2..
2. 2 -.3o /90Q 2. 75 9<? 3.7 77.8 .8* W 1 - 1 /2.
J8S.O 2. 7$ 9<f 6.3 / 2.GO .78 /2.
4 2*/K> /80O 2 7<* 3<? 3.0 GOO .78 1
5 g'45 1800 76 96 3.5 70.0 .8 JR.
6 ^: SO I7<e0 77 9<e 5.4- /0£7 .8
7 2:55 /eoo 77 97 4.0 80 O I/.9
3:00 iaoo 77 98 5.2. /09J • S
9 3".o5 /774 77 ^>8 3,0 (53. .8 11.7
)o 3:/o 77 98 4.^ 94>.5 • ft* N.8
II 3: 15 /a^4 77 96 4/ 8G.I .8 M.7
ia 3: 2o /850 2 7<< 38 4.0 88.O .8 /I.8
3:25 1860 2- 7<< 97 4./ 86./ • 8 M.7
Total /043.?>
AV. 1820 76.3 £>7 .815 //.9
Watt Cvlind^R QfL. CoernciENT or rR>cTioN-LO-7JL.

Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total. Load on Bearing _s25
.
L&s.pr So.In. ,
Date Ma v c /9q? Test No._±_
No.
Tine R.PM. nil r\ o oPtR M»N.
Water Temp Wt.wateh
LBS. B.T.U.
M OTOR r R ACTION
F»ull LeaIn. Out
|. 3:4o /90O 76 .8 /o.7
a. 1 7? 7.fi 1 5 6.0 .83 ZO.8
a, 3-.5Q /7flO j 7Q £><? 4.0 80.0 84 ZO.7
4. 3:55 /750 76 3.5 7 7.0 .8 10 8
5. 4'QO | 7* 4.2. . 8 /O.ft
4-0 5 7$ /oo £.4 5 76 .84 //.G
7 4--/0 76 /o/ 3C 30.0 .fi£
ft 4- .15 Idoo 75 /oo 3.3 8*5 .8 /O.G
9. 4-.£o IfiOO 75 /oo 3.8 95./ .as /0.7
IO /tf 1 7
_Z5_ /oo 3.5 S7. 5 .7fi IOG
II >f:50 1794- J 75 J 00 3.4 6 5.0 .84 11
12 4:35 /740 1 75 /oo 3.0 75.
o
.85 JO. 5
13 4-:40 /840 75 /oo 4 /oo.o .78 /0.4
Total J08R.5
ftv. 1730 j 75.1 .814 /0.73
1 4-:45 /808 / 75 /oo .83 4
Z. 4.50 / 74-o 75 /oo 4- O y oo o . 66 4-
3. 4-:55 \SQo 1 76 /oo 4-.0 96. A.
4 5:00 11Co J 7<? 37 3.0 63. • 83 4.
5 5\0-5 1 7BO 76 /03 3.0 8 l.o .83 4.
6 .5: / O IQ\& /04 3.5 9fi.O .81 4.
7 5 76 105 3.0 8 70 .84 4
fi 5:30 7* /05 7£-5 .82. 4-.
$ 5:£5 /804- 76 100 940 .§3 4.
)o 5-30 / 7<«0 76 /05 3.0 Q7.I •53 4
II
5'35 17^.0 1Q> J05 f.o II G.O .85 4-
\z 5-.40 76 /05 /o/5 .85 4.
13 7<? IOG 3.0 90-
O
.86 4
Total 1076./
AV. |7£>7 1 75.85 lOfi.5 835 4-
Watt Cylin&cr Oiu. Coefficient or Friction -^558,

O I l Te s t.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total. Load on BkarinC £75 , L&s.pr SoJn.
Date Mav g(. /9o7 Tesx No.__/_
Ren r\
No.
Time: R P M. O 1 1 Hrop Water Temr vvt.Waterlbs. B.T.U.
/'""V «V O
K w:
1 n |W 1 IvH
Pull LasIn. Out
1. 3:4-0 /740 <S 65 85 .8R /o.£
Z f):4-5 1755
<f
GG 3 6.0 .64 /0<S
3, <?V.5o <\ 66 8ft 3.8 60.9 .83 /0.6
4. 3; 55 I8QQ 7 G<S fi5 3.0 57.0 .80 /O.fl
5 /COO ffioo 6 66 3.1 6 5.2. .73 10.8
6. Jp:05 j&oo 7 G7 3£ 2.5 GR.S .78 /0.5
7 /O'.IO 6 67 36 6 50 .76 / 0. 5
a 10; 15 7 an 35 3.R .76 / 05
9 /O'.£o I8IZ 67 6)7 3.0 90.0 .76 /o.5
JO 1165 68 3Q 4.5 IKS- \ .80 /o.7
1
1
/0;3o 1 73Z <S 6,6 34- 6 SO .78 /o.5
12 /o:35 /8oo G 67 DG *5 72.6 .76 /0.4
13 /0:40 /Soo 6 67 36 IA 4-0-7 .73 /0.5
Total 8 5 5.6
Rv. 1790 G.Z 5 6 6.8 90.6 .787 /0.58
1 /0:45 1750 7 C7 36 .S3 3.4
2.. /o: f>o G 68 S3 3.3 97 8 .8S 3.6
3 /74-0 Gfi 3£ 4.0 9GO .do 3.5
4 // .oo fo 68 86 5.4 /08.0 .8* 3.5
5 M;os /<3oo 6 6fl 3£ 4.7 1) R. 3 .80 3.5
II' id
I Q<~» L>> ts G8 33 3 6 goo 5
7 /7<l° 33 G 50 •80 3.5
6 /tfOO GS 97 £.fi 8l£ .8(p 3.S
9 //••65 /7£o CO 36 £.8 ai-R .76 ^6
)o m:30 /77o 6 /o| £.5 SoJ • 78 3.5
/I.35 174-0 <s Ga 36 £3 667 .78 A.A
ia H'.*o / 73o 6 36 3.0 8/.0 •So 3.5
11*5 l74o a <53 3£ GZ.\ .76 3.5>
Total /040.0
AV. /760 G.I 6 a. 3 94:5 .804 3.506
£)Ctra CpvP'^^ Case. Oiu COEFFlCIEhlT OF FPICTION Q58

_4 4--
O I l Te s t.
Comparative: Lubrication.
To tau Load on Bearing JLIL.
.
Las pr SglIn. 2..Q .
PATt May g/. i^o7 Te 5 X No £
Read
No.
Time R.PM. f 1 1 1 r\ rj r\ r-jPer M»n
WATf R Te MP m water
LBS. B.T.U
M OTOR
K W FR \CTlONIn. Out
1. /r-55 ISOO 4 7o •5R 3.S
)2'0Q
1 75o 4 70 ;oo 1.6 5KZ. .80 v5. ^
3. I730 4 70 4.6 119.5 .80 3 5
4. /£/.J0 1 740 4 71 96 3 6 90./ .86
5 IXG A-
^-i _ J?5 so /37 8 .86 3.S
S /7SO 4 67 do 1.8 10 15 .86
7
" f—|—Hi.
k 4 63 88 ZZ. 5 5./ .8* 3,5
gL
3
4 6£_ 70 U /3 0.3 .83 8.5
/ £.35 / 600 4 G / 80 <i.8 /H9.0 .80 3.5
'-Q_ j£4o
l£4-6
4
. - —— -i 6£ 6K 4.9 9 SO .81 >3.5
1 1 18 4
, J eg 85 4.4 / O I.O .80 3.5
12 J£'5o )8oo 4. 88 8 5-3 .80 3.5
13 41 <?3 8£> 3.8 98.9 .80 3 5-X.-' _w
Total / 537.9
Av 1735 4 G5.S. 83.5 .8£ 3. 5
1 / 770 4 (50 74 .85 »—' *V
Z
1 1 v— If? /O 4-^f- ai 78 . ... ^x.JrS. 105.4 i 1 O>. J_ f. y.V
3__ J. 15 / 7dO 4 as 4.0I—- — /OR.O,—1
—
r ^* sow
4_
—. 1 . f> w— 1 77C
»
41 If 7,1 6 93 .8 /
.8/
1 1.0
5.
s
):*L5_
/So
16 10 4 GO 74 11.5 16 I.O 1 1.0
/ 770 A~
.—±t- _£/ 74 10-3 / 340 1 1
7 4 Ql 74 .80 _ LLP
/.4~o 1<9 / 4- Ql 78 8.0 /3C.O^ .78 /07
9 145 /800 4 80 72..0 .78 jo.
8
_.
)o /:5o 1784 4 98.8 _,_7jS lo.G
1 1 /:55 /73o 4 85 —3-<«
//9.0
.60 10 <o
l£ g-.oo /78o 4 63 . 7-0 .80 /0.7 .
, 13 /7^o 4 80 99.1 ^70
Total /3740
AV. !78o 4 61.5 78.1 ,805 /a 37
EXTRf\ CHAHK CaSE-.Oiu. C OE F F ICIE NT OF FpiCTlON .Q6// ,

-45-
O I l Te s t.
Comparative Lubrication.
To tau Uoao ON BkarimC ^5
.
LftS PR So In ^0 T
DATt May g l. /aqx. Test No._3_
Read
No.
~"T~ i is/t p*
r\ .r. Jv(.
Oil Drop
Per M»n
WATfR Temp
T * 1 T*f\ 1 L. n
LBS. B.T. U.
M otor
K w
Fr »ction
Pull LbsIn. Out
!. f£ /740 2. G* 79 76 /Q.9
z 2/2.0 /770 K G2 ao J 53.0 .78 10.1
3. 2:*5 iaoo <5 2, 86 3.2 7 7.0 • 78 |0-&_
4- 2'.30 174^ 2. 63 DO 1.8 4-8.G ,77 /O.G
5 )QOO 2.
_j&3 83 <?.7 /34-,0 .78 1 0.7
6, 2-'4o «3 81 6.0 /oa.o .60 19.6
7 I800 fi.l 4.0 ;;4.o •76 lO.l
a.- laoo 2 82 5.0 /oo.o .78 )0.8
)80O 2. 82 55 //o.o • 76 J 0.6
>Q
f
17ie-4i 8£ 4.C 675 .16 I 0.5
1 1 3.05 63 81 55 99. .76 ;o.5
J 2 3:10 /7<eQ 63 8 1 4^ 8<?.4 .78 1 0.5
13 3:L5__ /777_ 61 5.0 90.0 .70 /o.l_
Total /252-5
Ay. JX/o G2.3 eg. ,78 J 0.6
1 leoo K 8( — a~
—
.84 41
Z Z G3 8*. 5.3 /00.5 .82 4.0
3 3:30 f740 2 G2 83 <c0 /260 6 5 4.Q ,
4 J_S5JL & 62 6 2 13 2.0 __^&2_ 3.9
5_ JL748 s <S£ 8 I 5,3 J 00.5 ,64- 3.1
6 3.45 1744 2 <?2 82 5.0 IOO.O .^5 3.9
7 3:50 J 840 2. G2 83 5,5 I 1 5.4 .85 31
9
3:j>5_
4.0
1740 2 62. 85 4.4 /OI.2 .84 38
1785 2 G3 4-.4 ;o|. £ .85 3.1
)o 4.-OS i740 S3 er 4-.4 /05.5 • 85 3,8
1 1 4-1/0 1750 ©3 89 38 /44.5 A. 7
12 4-: is /733 64- 32 3.0 .35 3.6
13 /600 64 £>4 3.2 96. .83 3.6
Total //77-S
RV. |7«0 2. G2.8 6 t- •64- 3.74
ExtraCrakk Cf\5Ei Oil Coefficient of Ffi ction 0568
.

-4 a-
Oil Test.
Comparative Lubrication.
Total Load on Bearing EJJL
.
Lbs.pr Sain.
Date MflY^,l^7 Test No. 4
No.
Tine O r*> KvtHP M. Oil Drop Water Tcmr V»T. W/\TCRLBS. B.T.U.
Av4 ri"T*o n# 1 i w r\
K W Fft iCTlONF>ULL L&3In. Out
1. 8'40 /785 | G5 .36 /4
6:45 1704 / 64 9i $0 135 .80 1.5
8 $Q /7oo / 63 97 5.0 120.0 .82 /<5
4. 172o | 63 87 /34.0 .85 1.5
5 9:00 1785 / 63 86 3.9 .83 /.4
6, <=>',05 /7G5 / 64- 87 5.2 1/ 3. 5 •as 1.5
7 9WO J 740 | <24 87 4.5 /03.5 .as 1.5
ft e> 17/2. / 64 88 <T4 /53-5 1.5
9 3 £0 /800 / 64 88 3.1 74 5 .88 I
A
;o 9'^5 /70G / 64 as 3.5 64.0 .85 1.4
1
1
3:30 /770 / 64 88 5.0 1 20.0 .85 /. 5
9 35 J 7O0 / 64 S3 3.3 QZS .88 1.5
13 9 40 J 740 / 64 90 5.2. 13 5.0 .30 1.5
Total 13514
Mv. J_740 / 63.8 8?.2. .86 A46
1
S-.50 172* / 6 5. 90 'if, ( / ! .88 n.5
a. J80O j 65 94 3.2 320 .88 11.5
3. JO:00 1732 66 97 3.2 39./ .80 /i.O
4 )O'.05 /708 j 66 97 3>0 33.0 .60 //.0
5 »o 10 J6fi0 / G6 38 3.5 / / 2-0 .80 10.3
6 1015 1737 | 67 98 3.6 / / IS .SO l/.O
7 I 0:20 1747 <*e 93 3.0 93.0 ,90 /0.9
8 10.25 1735 1 66 99 £.<=> 900 .80 //.0
9 J 0:30 1783 69 99 2.3 69. .80 HQ
IO 10:35 1700 69 100 30 .80 /0.3
1 1 j o:4-o nan 69 /oo 3.0 330 .60 /0.8
\z ZO-45 1136 69 /Ol 83.2 .76 /o.7
;o-5o
1 7<e4 69 IOO 2.8 6(p9 .73 IQ7
Total (1166
RV. I740 / 6 7.4 37.6 .61 /0.3f)
Extra Crank Cas e Oil . Coefficien t of Faction 073
.

EUGENE DIETZSEN CO.. CHICAGO.
1
ElXPL-HNftTlQN Of METHOD tMPLOYCD
IN C^LCULRTIHG RESULTS
Coefficient of Friction.
R = pull on 5cc*les when 3pind.le revolves clockwise
B> ~ .< " " is reversec*.
a ~ length O OC or gcale cxrrrv
ob \oa.dL
f- Coefficient of frict
f - p, - n. a
* bW
ion
.
W= weight restinoj on spinoUe.
B. T, U.
t, - temperature of water entering Wousmoj
ts. - " " " Jecxying "
Ww r weight of water pat'o^eci "tKrou^ajh Wou.'omg
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CONCLtfSIOlTS
All tests were run with the same total loads on the "bearing,
nailely, 275 pounds, or 20 pounds per square 'inch projected area.
All readings shown on the sheet were taken direct from the appa-
ratus on the machine, except the "B. t. u. which were calculated
from the rise in temperature and the weight/spas ved through the
housing of the hearing. The friction column does not give the
actual pull at the surface of the hearing "but the pull as given
by the scales. 'Hie scales and thermometers were tested at the
beginning of the trial and found to be correct.
The curves of friction drawn for the Renown and the Filtered
Spindle Engine nil show that the Renown n il gives a slightly
lower coefficient of friction than the Filtered Spindle ^il when
the hearing is flooded hut that the Filtered Spindle ^il is much
superior under light oil feeds. A supply of two drops or less
are not sufficient to lubricate the bearing. ^he heat generated
when usin-T the Renown Oil under li^ht feeds was more than when
using the same amount of Filtered Spindle Oil. Although the
coefficient of friction as given by the Renown oil is' "less than
that given by the Filtered Spindle Oil when running wi th a flooded
bearing, the general behavior of the oil seems to show that the
Filtered Spindle is superior to the Renown.
When the bearing was lubricated with cylinder oil it was
found that the lowest doefficient of friction was obtained with
the Watt oil and that with a drop of one per minute. 'Hie only
test in which the product of the standard oil Company was superior
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to that of the Viscosity Oil Company, was when the oil was beino;
fed at the faster speed. Under all conditions except this one
the product of the Viscosity Oil Company was found to "be superior
to that of the Standard Oil Company. The coefficient of fric-
tion decreases steadily as the cylinder oil was beino; fed more and
more sparingly, but in each case the coefficient was higher than
with engine oil. This is due to the fact that the heavier oils
are too thick and viscous for lubricating purposes on bearings.
These tests also show that when a heavy oil has to be used for
lubricating purposes they should be used very sparingly as the
friction is less then than when they are fed more rapidly.



